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16°C Patchy Fog

Enchanting

Above the ocean coast

A phenomenal view over the Atlantic firmament. When the sun rises or sets. My gaze is guided by the umbrella pines on the jagged rocky

coast, formed from red cliffs. An unreal, unwaveringly beautiful panorama. In the depths, on the beach, the ocean is crashing down its waves.

The almond, a typical product from the Algarve. Just take a look at all the treats, such as liqueurs and the full baskets of fresh almonds on the

market. Also enchanting, more about that later.

Down a steep set of stairs. Brought along by our grandsons. Westward past Porto Covo. To their secret beach. For surfing, later. But first play

with the high waves.

‘Completely deserted, no one in sight, grandpa’. Youth comes first. They rush down the high cliff at rapid speed. They swing down like nimble

monkeys.

The older generation descending gently. Balancing on the rickety, steep staircase. Half hanging on the frayed rope that serves as a handrail.

MDo not miss a worn step, because you are making a big tumble. Attention, of course I do not feel like that proverbial dive. Indicated on the

worn stone sign. Right up there, right next to the dusty road.
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Impressive down there. Those fierce heads on the water. More cliffs of sand and red stone. Deeply cut into the landscape. The most beautiful

sculptures, formed by rainwater trickling down. For millions of years. Overgrown with rich vegetation of various species.

A Moorish king and his Norwegian princess

However, the almond is not originally from this region at all. The almond trees (amendoeiras) were once brought by thousands to Al-Gharb

from elsewhere. Presumably during Moorish rule. The question why explains a romantic narrative. Curious about the fairy tale, you can read

it on the internet.

The coastline is magical. Views of an unearthly beauty. Erratic where landslides have split open the bottom. The uprooted pine trees provide

shelter for countless birds. The tops of the cliffs guarded by seagulls. In passing I feel myself looked at curiously. Stared at by the piercing eyes

in their cheeky heads.

Caves and tunnels

The Algarve coast consists largely of high rock formations in the sea. The wind and waves crashed on it for centuries. The most beautiful rock

formations, eroded in special shapes. Found on the coast near Benagil this spring. Unspoilt nature, less disturbed by tourist resorts, such as

closer to Carvoeiro. The region is far from quiet or deserted. No comparison to Praia do Salto, where our boys discovered their secret beach.
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At least as picturesque. Stunningly beautiful. Mid-January. When the almond trees bloom in the Algarve. And then steadily move northwards.

Cover the landscape as if a fresh layer of snow has fallen.

Special, after Northern Europe is happily released from the cold and frost. As if by magic, a white blanket. The Algarve is covered with endless

fields full of flowering almond trees. Speechless, no other word for it. Or rather: enchanting.

Bem-vindo a Portugal  Wat dacht je wat
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